
Straumann Group
Building Word of Mouth Online
Sector:  Implant and restorative dentistry

Elements:   Logo, tagline, microsite, eBook, videos

A global leader in tooth replacement and orthodontic solutions, Straumann Group introduced LOOP to give oral 
surgeons, dentists and dental labs an online platform that makes it easier to refer patients and share information for 
smoothly coordinated care. But with the nationwide launch only two months away, Straumann still lacked the branding 
and tactical tools needed to drive interest in the LOOP concept – or explain its use for practices still transitioning to 
digital dentistry. 

THE CREATIVE APPROACH
Working with Straumann leadership, Creative Co-op developed  
a fully integrated B2B campaign:

n   LOOP logo and tagline

n    Overview video introducing LOOP, how it worked and key 
benefits 

n    Testimonial videos for critical user segments

n    eBook to attract prospects and generate leads

n    Infographics for website and social media use

FAST ACTION FOR A SUCCESSFUL LAUNCH 
Less than a week before launch, Straumann came back to Creative Co-
op for creation of a microsite that another company couldn’t deliver. With 
little time and a hard deadline near, Creative Co-op pulled out all the stops 
and completed the site. LOOP launched smoothly and began building 
momentum immediately. 

Today LOOP is helping to grow practices and improving patient care – while 
giving dentists, specialists, labs and patients plenty to smile about.

“Creative Co-op absolutely saved the day. LOOP 
launched on time to all of North America, and 
has been up and rolling ever since.” 

–MaryBeth Vrees, Straumann SVP

eBook

To learn more about Creative Co-op and our approach to creating distinctive 
and powerful brand communications for your business, call 603.658.1600.

FOR THE SPECIALIST 
AND THEIR  SUPPORT TEAMImplant specialists and their support teams can manage all aspects of 

their practice through a cloud-based, HIPAA-compliant platform. 

 •  Digitally connect with your referral network and motivate them 

to send you more referrals

 •  Attract new restorative doctors to your network 

KEY BENEFITS: • Greater opportunities for practice growth

 • Important documents available at your fingertips

 •  Faster response time, with treatment letters generated 

electronically and published to LOOP at the touch of a button 

 •  Pre-established patient profiles for incoming referrals, so 

your staff can focus on relationships and enhancing patient 

experiences •  No chasing down referral slips, x-rays or signatures for  

consult letters  •  Intra Office Live Chat when referring offices have questions, 

allowing easy multi-tasking and keeping phone lines clear for 

patients

“It’s transformed our business. Our referrals 

are up about 20% compared to the same time 

period last year.”
  – Dr. David Rallis, Oral Surgeon

LOOP is accessible on any device – from 

anywhere you can access the Internet.
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INTRODUCING LOOPLOOP’s web-based communications platform makes it easy for implant specialists, dentists and dental labs to operate on the same 

virtual page for more efficient collaboration and enhanced patient care. It can also help grow referral networks.

COMMUNICATE. COLLABORATE. GROW.

WITH LOOP, YOU CAN:
 •  Motivate your network to send more referrals and attract new 

restorative doctors 
 •  Access and share information electronically to maximize efficiency and 

stay connected throughout the patient journey

 • Streamline communication without tying up phone lines

 •   Enjoy a “digital filing cabinet” that organizes patient encounters, x-rays 

and letters in a secure, HIPAA-compliant environment

 • Focus more time and effort on patient care

REFERRALS         PROFILES                TREATMENTS        CONSULTATIONS        PRESCRIPTIONS

LOOP consolidates all patient communications for efficient access, collaboration and treatment.

THE RIGHT TECHNOLOGY CAN 

MAKE IT EASIER THAN EVER TO 

BUILD RELATIONSHIPS WITH 

YOUR REFERRAL BASE.  
Implant specialists, dentists and 

dental labs all use technology in their 

daily work. 

60% of referrals 
work with more than 

one specialist, 2 so even 
your top referrals may be 

sending patients to your 
competition. 

FACTS

60% 

Differentiating yourself and growing your practice in a digital 

world requires collaboration that is faster, easier and more 

efficient. You must make new and better connections, and facilitate 

communication so that implant specialists, dentists and dental labs 

can all share information more effectively than ever before. 

Your answer is in the cloud. And it’s called LOOP.

Today’s 77.5 MILLION millennial 

patients 3 expect seamless, immediate service 

wherever they go.1 IN 3 clinicians are already responding 

by using digital dental technology. 4

Up to 55% of surveyed millennials 
consider advanced 

technology very important to their choice 
of dental office. 5

While digital technology has slashed 

wait times in most consumer sectors, 

new-patient wait times at dental 

offices have only improved by 7% since 

1990. 1 

GET YOUR HEAD 
IN THE CLOUD

How to grow your practice and 
increase profitability by using 
technology to build a stronger 
referral network and enhance 
patient care. 

LOOP graphic

P R O D U C T  L A U N C H

http://creativeco-op.com


P R O D U C T  L A U N C H

11 Court Street • Exeter, NH 03833 • 603.658.1600 • creativeco-op.com 
Follow us on social: creativecoopnow    creativecoopnow    creativeco-op

LEVERAGING THE POWER OF VIDEO
Creative Co-op’s launch campaign for LOOP made strong use of video, for several strategic reasons: 

n    Video is preferred over print by 59% of decision makers, increasing landing page conversions by up to 80%  
in some cases1

n    Easy visual demonstration of complex products

n    Cost-effective reuse offline or online, in lengths from 3 minutes (YouTube) to 6 seconds (Twitter)

n   Enhanced branding and higher brand recall 

Applying decades of experience in location shooting and video production, Creative Co-op interviewed dental 
professionals across the country to create videos tailored to each of the stakeholder segments critical to a successful 
LOOP launch.

1 Forbes.com, https://bit.ly/2wKAFUs 

A how-to video demonstrated key features of 
LOOP.

1-minute testimonials from key user segments built credibility with 
dentists, oral surgeons, dental labs and office staff.

An animated overview video explained how 
LOOP connects dentists, labs and specialists for 
seamless patient care.

http://creativeco-op.com
http://creativeco-op.com
https://www.facebook.com/CreativeCoopNow/
https://twitter.com/CreativeCoopNow
https://www.linkedin.com/company/creativeco-op/

